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The 26 capital letters of the alphabet can be topologically viewed as simple networks;-
collections of links joined by nodes . Nodes are classi fi ed by the number of links that meet there. 
A well-known theorem in graph theory states that a network contains an Euler Path (a path that 
traverses the network, once only along each link) if and only if it has at most two nodes with an 
odd number of links. (This theorem was once used by Euler to prove that one could not tra erse 
the seven bridges ofK6nigsberg without repeating one or more of them.) 
If one posits a sans-serif alphabet, the Euler Path letters (ones that can be traced out without 





















UB OM 1 10 
SUBCO CIOU 
UNCO INC G 
UN U PICIO 













A strict Euler Path word is one in which one can trace all the letters without liftin a p n il m 
paper and connecting successive letters with horizontal lines: CULM, ULP, I 1 1\ I ,Jl IP. 
MILS, NIMS, NISI, SIMS, SIMP, SWIM, SWIMS, VIM . WIMP. 
The editor points out that Battus, on page hq of Opper/ansI (Qu rid _00) ha reat m"N> 
detailed topological classification of the sans serif capital I tter ,addin ndp int ' t the mi:-. . 
Euler Path words consist of the first four groups. 
I. no nodes or endpoints: DO 
2. no nodes, two endpoints: CGJJLMN UVWZ 
3. one three-node, one endpoint: PQ 
4. two three-nodes: B 
S. one three-node, three endpoints: EFTY 
6. two three-nodes, two endpoints: AR 
7. one four-node, four endpoints: K.X 
8. two three-nodes, four endpoints: H 
Battus was unable to find a Dutch word containing n 1 tt r fl' m ell ,It c r hi: 'i 'ht 
coined POCHBERK. There is an Engli h w rd, h" r: 
all groups include HUMPBA K D, PHRA B K, 
TRISKAIDEKAPHOBIA (fear of I ). 
